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18F,1 INTRODUCTION Operator aids.such as supplementary-

procedures or other information needed for the

T his appendu cont;uns the results of an analysis of mutmo chhe step, were identified.
infonnahoc, and control needs of the main control room
operator s. ILe analysh is based upon the operation Daphys uwd to provide a feedback to the operato s-

to confirra that the specified control functions have
stratepes given m the AfiWR Emergency Procedure

been imtiated or accomplished, were identified.Guidehnes (EPGo as presented in Appendix 18A and
upon the significant operator acuons determined by the

Posmon of control devices that provide.

Probabibstic Risk Assessment (PRA) and given irl feedback to the operators to confirm that proper
Appendix 19D.7. The minimum inventory of controls, controls are manipulated to the correct positions,
displays and alanns from this analysis are presented in were identified.
Tables 18F-! through ISF-3 of this appendix. The
information and controls idenufied from this analysis do Annunciators w hich provide feedback to the*

not necessarily include those irom other design operators to confirm that proper control actions are
requirements (such as those from Sec tion 1 X 4 11, S PDS), iniuated or accomplished, were identified; and -

Information and control needs for each operation @mt r aids, which provide feedback to the+

instruction or action are acre deveio;>cil through task operators to confirro that proper control actions are,

initiated or accomplished, were identified.
aaalyses conducted in the followmg rnanner:

Based upon the results of those operator task
Each specific step in the Ei0s( referred to as analyses, the listings of controls, displays and alarms

-

the EPG step)or specific operator action referenced that will be provided in the implemented AllWR design
a the PRA (herein referred to as the PR A step) was to support crecution of the EOPs and PRA significant
individually idenufied. eperator actions,(as presented in Tables 1SF-1,18F-2,

and 18F-3), w cre generated.

For cach EPG step and PR A acuon, a summary.

description of the step or operator acuan was
developed.

Informanon needs of the operator to perform-

the specific EPG step or PR A operator action wac
then identihed.1

Next thecontrolf uncuans that theoperatorsperform*

to exeuite the accons specified m the FPG step or
PR A operator action were identilied..

The phmt prtuss parameters or other display s that.

are needed for exccution of the mdividual EPO step
or PRA operator action, were then identified.

Similarly, the contro!s needed for the execution of-

the step, were identified; and

Annunciators neiessary for the execuuon of the-

step. were identified.
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